KASBAH BAB OURIKA
OURIKA VALLEY, TNINE OURIKA
ATLAS MOUNTAINS
MOROCCO
TEL.: + 212 668 74 95 47 / + 212 661 63 42 34
EMAIL: BOOKINGS@KASBAHBABOURIKA.COM
GPS: N 31 21.536 - W 07 45.796
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FROM MARRAKECH
take the ourika road south out of marrakech. (this is the big road avenue
mohammed vi that intersects with the airport road). at 38 km take the left turn
signposted to ait ourir and tnine ourika (known as lundi). follow this road drive
through the village which is quite large, cross the river (there is a post office on
the right just after the bridge). follow the road out of the village, it bends to the
right and then to the left uphill. after 500m there is a sign indicating bends in the
road and a sign to the kasbah (and a large stone wall on the right) and just after
that and at the end of the stone wall there is a road on the right going back to
the direction you have come from.
turn right onto the piste road and follow the signposts to the kasbah (3 km)
which is on the hill infront of you.
FROM THE SOUTH (OUAZARZATE)
take the road to marrakech. after you cross the mountains you will come to a
town called ait ourir. at ait ourir turn left on a road sign posted tnine ourika
(means monday in arabic). follow this road for 14 km until you get close to tnine
ourika. at 14 km there is a left turning (at 11.00) on to a piste road. take this road
for 3km and follow the signs to the kasbah.
FROM AGADIR
when you arrive at tahanout take the right turn signposted to tnine ourika and
agrab. you will arrive at agrab and take the right turn to the ourika valley.
just after the right turn at 38 km take the left turn signposted to ait ourir and tnine
ourika (known as lundi). follow this road drive through the village, which is quite
large, cross the river (there is a post office on the right just after the bridge).
follow the road out of the village, it bends to the right and then to the left uphill.
after 500m there is a sign indicating bends in the road (and a large stone wall
on the right) and just after that and at the end of the stone wall there is a piste
road on the right going back to the direction you have come from. turn right onto
the piste road and follow the signposts to the kasbah.
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